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Abstract: This article presents a simple derivation of optimization models for reaction
networks leading to a generalized form of the mass-action law, and compares the formal
structure of Minimum Information Divergence, Quadratic Programming and Kirchhoff type
network models. These optimization models are used in related articles to develop and
illustrate the operation of ontology alignment algorithms and to discuss closely connected
issues concerning the epistemological and statistical significance of sharp or precise
hypotheses in empirical science.
Keywords: affinity; conservation laws; entropy and quadratic optimization; mass-action
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Our acceptance of an ontology is, I think, similar in principle to our acceptance
of a scientific theory, say a system of physics: We adopt, at least insofar as we are
reasonable, the simplest conceptual scheme into which the disordered fragments of raw
experience can be fitted and arranged... To whatever extent the adoption of any system
of scientific theory may be said to be a matter of language, the same -but no more- may be
said of the adoption of an ontology. Willard van Orman Quine, [1]; On What There Is.
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1. Introduction
In 1999, [2] presented the FBST-The Full Bayesian Significance Test for Precise Hypotheses.
The FBST is based on the e-value, ev(H|X), the epistemic value of hypothesisH given the observed data
X . ev(H|X) is a possibilistic measure obtained by integrating the posterior probability measure of the
underlying Bayesian statistical model at focal sets defined by the surprise function, sn(θ) = pn(θ)/r(θ).
The logical and operational properties of the FBST differ significantly from the well-known Bayes
Factors, the standard Bayesian choice for accessing non-sharp hypotheses. However, the FBST approach
can easily handle important sharp hypotheses problems using a direct approach and standard priors, while
Bayes Factors require convoluted constructions, see [3,4].
In several Bayesian meetings, FBST-related presentations motivated heated discussions concerning
the relevance of sharp or precise hypotheses in the practice of empirical science. In articles [5–7] we
address this issue, showing the importance of sharp hypotheses in the definition of scientific ontologies.
This article tries to give a very simple and direct derivation of some formalisms for reaction networks
that are based primarily on entropy optimization. Our conclusions about these formalisms and how they
relate to each other are important for a rigorous discussion of the arguments given in articles [5–7], and
is also required for future research.
This article presents a formal but simple derivation, using only very basic and standard results of
convex optimization theory, of a Minimum Information Divergence optimization model for chemical
(or abstract) reaction networks leading to a generalized form of mass-action law. Information Divergence
is a (non-symmetric) measure for the difference between two probability distributions. In Statistics this
measure is known as the Kullback-Leibler “distance”; the denomination Relative Entropy is used in
Physics and Engineering. Moreover, using again only very basic and standard tools of convex analysis
and optimization theory, we derive Quadratic Programming optimization models for close to equilibrium
conditions. Furthermore, we examine some interpretations for these models based on analogies to
Kirchhoff (electrical) networks.
Each one of these alternative formulations could be used as the core of an axiomatic system for a
theory on reaction networks. This article focus on the structural similarities between this alternative
formulations, for these similarities can be used to link up the testable (sharp statistical) hypotheses of
the corresponding theories that, in turn, are the key for developing ontology alignment algorithms, as
discussed in [7]. For interesting applications and concrete examples of chemical networks see [8], whose
notation we follow closely, and the references cited therein.
The minimum divergence optimization problems studied in this article are formally very similar
to some important variational problems discussed in [5]. That article examines, using formal and
rigorous methods of analysis, two important questions: (1) The relation between conserved quantities
and invariance properties of a theory; (2) The ontological status of such invariant entities according to an
epistemological framework based on cognitive constructivism and supported by the e-value. For more
information on this Bayesian epistemological framework, see [2,5–7,9–15]. Formal and interpretative
similarities between the variational problems discussed at [5] and the present article should make it easy
to compare the two papers’ analyses and align its conclusions.
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2. Stoichiometry and Affinity
The reaction processes discussed in this article obey two kinds of conservation laws, namely, mass
conservation, concerning chemical compounds or abstract simple elements, and energy conservation,
concerning the potentials driving the system’s dynamics. This and the following sections present a
model for reaction networks within the general structure of the variational problems studied in [5] and,
in so doing, make it possible to highlight important relations between conservation laws and invariance
properties of the model. Furthermore, the following sections investigate similarities in the formal
structure of alternative models for reaction networks.
Whenever possible, matrices are represented by upper-case Latin letters, vectors by lower-case, and
scalars by Greek letters. The superscripts −1, t and −t indicate the matrix inverse, transpose and
inverse-transpose. The Kronecker delta, δki , takes the value 1 if i = k and the value 0 otherwise.
The o-operators, , , etc., indicate the point-wise matrix version of the corresponding scalar
arithmetic operator.
In a reaction network, mass conservation is described by stoichiometric linear equations in the form
Sv = dx/dt. The stoichiometric matrix, S, is an m × n sparse and integer matrix; each of its m rows
represents an individual compound; each of its n columns represents an individual reaction; and each
non-zero element, Si,j , represents the stoichiometric coefficient of compound i in reaction j. Typically,
these quantities exhibit several interdependence relations, implying rank(S) < m < n; for more details,
see Section 3.1. Conventionally, in a given reaction, reactants and products have, respectively, negative
and positive values. The system’s reaction rates are given by the n-dimensional flux vector, v. Mass
conservation constraints are expressed by the flux balance equation, Sv = dx/dt, relating flux to
the differential increase in the m-dimensional vector of chemical concentrations, x. For a system at
equilibrium or steady state, dx/dt = 0. The condition Sv = 0 for a reaction network is analogous to
Kirchhoff’s current law in an electrical network, as explained in Section 4.
Open systems can be modeled adding a mass exchange with the external environment in the form
of an influx or outflux, b = −Seve. The extended steady state conservation equation then becomes
Sv = b. The special case of a network having only elementary reversible reactions can be highlighted
splitting the internal flux vector and stoichiometric matrix in its forward (f) and reverse (r) parts, namely,
vt = [vf
t, vr
t]t and S = [Sf , Sr], with Sr = −Sf . For such elementary reversible networks the steady
state balance equation takes the form Sfvf − Sfvr = b. The examples studied at [7] correspond to this
case. Therefore, without loss of generality, we retain this special form in the following analyses.
Energy conservation is described by stoichiometric linear equations in the form ∆u = Stu, where the
m-dimensional vector u represents the chemical potential of each component in the reaction network,
and the n-dimensional vector ∆u represents change in chemical potential for the system’s internal
reactions. The scalar product of drop in chemical potential and flux, −∆utv, represents a power
dissipation rate. In a complex system, m < n, the energy conservation equations imply an analogous
of Kirchhoff’s voltage law, stating that the change in chemical potential around any stoichiometrically
balanced loop is zero, see Section 4. The absolute value of weighted partial sums over products and
reactants defining ∆u are called in chemistry the forward and reverse chemical affinity of each reaction.
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The mass-action law for reaction networks as above states that ρ log(vfvr) = −∆u, where ρ = RT ,
the product of gas constant and absolute temperature. The mass-action law is valid for ideal gas reactants
under (near) equilibrium, constant temperature, pressure, etc. and homogeneous (ergodic, good mixing)
conditions. Moreover, the system must be non-degenerate in the sense that it complies with regularity
conditions carefully described in Sections 3 and 4. Furthermore, the ideal conditions stated above
should be supplemented with auxiliary conditions concerning molecular kinetics, see Sections 12.8
of [16], Sections 4.1 and 5.3 of [17], [18], Sections 3.6 and 3.7 of [19], Chapter 4 of [20], and Section
14.4 of [21]; see also [22,23]. Nevertheless, it is well known that mass-action flow relations can provide
good practical approximations for reaction networks even if some of these strict conditions are somewhat
relaxed. For an historical perspective, see Section 3.3.3 of [24] and Chapter 15 of [25].
3. Relative Entropy Minimization
Reaction networks are modeled as a dynamical process under invariance constraints. In this context,
it is natural to look for a fundamental variational principle, see [5]. This goal requires an optimization
problem, constrained by mass conservation stoichiometric equations, that renders optimal fluxes in a
reaction network that are compatible with an underlying mass-action law. The following minimum
Information Divergence (Relative Entropy) optimization problem achieves this goal:
min
v












for forward and reverse fluxes vf > 0 and vr > 0 such that Sfvf − Sfvr = b, and fixed reference fluxes
qf and qr. This relative entropy optimization problem is a simplification, but also a slight generalization,
of the version presented in Theorem 1 of [8]. More general formulations are considered in Chapter VIII
of [26]. Section 3.6 of [21] and [27] give a unified view of the minimum relative en-
tropy formalism, see also [26,28–33]. Conceptually, one could work with normalized fluxes,
v ≥ 0 | 1tv = 1, in order to highlight probabilistic or informational interpretations of these problems.
Convexity properties of the objective function ϕ, on its vector argument v, can be asserted from the
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Usingm-dimensional Lagrange multipliers, y, we obtain the following Karush-Kuhn-Tucker viability
and optimality conditions, see [34,35],
vf > 0, vr > 0, Sfvf − Sfvr = b
Sf
ty = d(vf , qf ) = log(vf ) + 1− log(qf )
−Sf ty = d(vr, qr) = log(vr) + 1− log(qr)
Subtracting the last two equations, we have
log(vf  vr) = 2Sf ty + log(qf  qr) = 2Sf ty + c
In the special case of qf = qr, the same forward and reverse reference fluxes, we have c = 0. Hence,
taking u = −2ρy, we get flux relations compatible with standard mass-action law.
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3.1. Constraint Qualification and Rank Condition
Before ending this section, we make some comments on the delicate issue of constraint qualification
and rank condition. If the constraint matrix does not have full row-rank, that is, if rank(S) < m < n,
then, even if the primal solution is uniquely defined, the corresponding dual vector (Lagrange multipliers)
is not unique, see ([36] p. 323), and ([37] p. 54). Under appropriate normalization and regularity
conditions, rank deficiency does not prevent the convergence of well-known relaxation algorithms
for entropy optimization. For a general overview see [38–40]; for the celebrated Bregman method,
see [5,41], and Theorem 3.1 at ([37] p. 61); for the Multiplicative Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
(MART), see Theorem 3.3 at ([37] p. 69) and [36]. Closely related Proximal Point Algorithms can
handle more general optimization problems under similar rank deficient conditions, see Proposition 4.1
at ([42] pp. 233–235) and [43].
In contrast, more traditional optimization algorithms often require an independence constraint
qualification. Hence, employment of such algorithms requires pre-processing the original problem by
manipulation techniques capable of reducing it to a full rank version. Furthermore, even when employing
proximal point methods, convergence times for rank deficient problems can be significantly altered by
such pre-processing, see [36, p. 337]. Regularization methods are yet another important alternative used
to overcome the typical difficulties of dealing with optimization problems with dependent constraints,
see [44] and ([39] pp. 49,50,130).
Problem reduction to full rank condition may be achieved detecting, by simple inspection, and
subsequently pruning an appropriate number of linearly dependent constraints. Of course, such a
naı̈ve approach is only feasible for small applications. General purpose reduction techniques can be
implemented using (sparse) matrix factorization algorithms. For example, see [45,46] for the incomplete
(sparse) LU or QR factorizations. These algorithms are part of standard libraries for computational linear
algebra, allowing straightforward implementation. For specific examples and manipulation techniques
specially devised for network applications, see [47] and ([48] Chapter 3).
4. Quadratic Programming and Kirchhoff’s Laws
The algebraic form of the objective function’s gradient and Hessian renders the following second








for v > 0, such that Sv = b
This positive definite and diagonal quadratic programming problem generalizes the minimum power
dissipation variational formulation for resistive electrical circuits. In this case, the stoichiometric matrix
is simplified to a node-edge incidence matrix where each column, S•,j , has only two non-zero elements,
namely, −1 and +1 at the j-th (directed) arch’s node of origin and destination in a digraph representing
the topology of the electrical circuit. A dual optimal solution, y∗, represents node’s potentials (voltages),
vector diag(D) represents arch’s resistances, and vector b represents external power (current) sources.
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Lagrange optimality condition for this quadratic programming problem, see Chapter 7 of [49]
or Section D.3 of [50], imply the complementary slackness condition: yt(Sv − b) = 0. In the
electro/chemical network literature this transversality condition is known as Tellegen’s theorem, an
expression that encodes several important conservation laws, including Kirchhoff’s voltage and current
laws, see [51].
More general forms of the divergence function, ϕ(v, q), can be used to model alternative interaction
kinetics, see [52] and Chapter VIII of [26]. However, as long as they retain some basic projection
properties, the underlying optimization problem will be well behaved, see [36,37,39,42,44]. Moreover,
as long as the divergence’s Hessian remains positive definite, network flow interpretations may
be useful to understand the reaction system, see [53–58]. Matrix transformations to diagonal,
block-diagonal or other structured forms may facilitate further interpretations in specialized applications.
5. Further Research and Final Remarks
Each one of the alternative formulations for reaction networks presented in this article, namely,
minimum divergence, quadratic programming or Kirchhoff’s networks, could be used as the core of
an axiomatic system for a scientific discipline on reaction networks, entailing different theoretical
perspectives and, consequently, having distinct commitments (or being committed in different degrees) to
entities in their respective ontologies. For example, entropy may be a central concept in a good ontology
for one of these models, while it may be regarded as an auxiliary construct in another alternative.
Our opening quotation points to fascinating implications of choosing between these alternatives,
an issue to be fully explored in [7] and subsequent articles, using the models developed in this article as
basic examples.
Information about the structural similarities between alternative models for reaction networks can be
used to identify or match the “same” chemical concept or entity as it occurs in different models. Such
a systematic entity correspondence mapping is known in computer science as an ontology alignment.
Diachronic ontology alignments can be used to trace the development of a given concept in the
historical evolution of a scientific discipline. Synchronic ontology alignments can be used to compile
(approximate) translation dictionaries for contemporary disciplines and their respective languages.
Following articles discuss how structural similarities can be used to suggest validation criteria or (partial)
objective functions for ontology alignment algorithms.
For a review of the historical evolution of conservation laws in chemistry related to affinity and
stoichiometry, see [7,24,25], and the references cited therein. The additive algebraic structure of the
entropy optimization problem constraints, together with the differential decoupling properties of its
objective function, can be used to render first order approximations for the laws governing chemical
reaction fluxes that are analogous to Kirchhoff’s laws governing electrical networks, as demonstrated
in Section 4. The simple additive algebraic structure of Kirchhoff’s laws for network flows replicates
the additive structure for chemical affinities that Louis-Bernard Guyton de Morveau could foresee way
ahead of his time, see [24,25,59,60]. In [7] and following articles of this research group, these models
are further compared, and also used to illustrate the operation of ontology alignment algorithms.
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The graph or hyper-graphs representation and the underlying matroid algebraic structure of
network models reveals very interesting properties from the cognitive constructivism perspective, for
these properties directly relate to the decoupling concept studied in [61] and Chapter 3 of [50],
see also [62–65]. We hope to further explore these properties in following articles.
Finally, an anonymous referee suggests possible extensions of the approach presented in this article
for systems of reactions with different time scales in networks under high frequency observation,
conditions likely to induce non-neglectable relaxation times. Following our analogies to electrical
circuits, this suggests the incorporation of some form of “capacitive” or “inductive” elements to the
reaction network model, see [66]. We intend to explore this interesting suggestion in future research.
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